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The Warren Astronomical Society, Inc., is a local, non-profit organization of
amateur astronomers. The Society holds meetings on the first Monday
and third Thursday of each month, starting at 7:30 p.m.
First Monday meeting:
Cranbrook: Institute of Science
1221 North Woodward Ave
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan

Third Thursday meeting:
Macomb Community College
South campus, Bldg. J, Room J221
14600 Twelve Mile Rd.
Warren, Michigan

Membership and Annual Dues
Student
Individual
Senior Citizen
$17.00
$30.00
$22.00

Come on over, and talk astronomy, space
news, and whatnot!

for families
add $7.00

Astronomical League (optional)$7.50
Send membership applications and dues to the treasurer:
c/o Warren Astronomical Society, Inc.
P.O. Box 1505
Warren, Michigan 48090-1505
Pay at the meetings
Also via PayPal (send funds to treasurer@warrenastro.org)
Among the many benefits of membership are
Loaner telescopes (with deposit). See 2nd VP.
Free copy of each WASP newsletter.
Free use of Stargate Observatory.
Special interest subgroups. See chairpersons.
The Warren Astronomical Society Publication (WASP) is the official
monthly publication of the Society.
Articles for inclusion in the WASP are strongly encouraged and should
be submitted to the editor on or before the end of each month. Any
format of submission is accepted. Materials can either be transmitted in
person, via US Mail, or by email (publications@warrenastro.org)

Disclaimer: The articles presented herein represent the opinion of their authors and are not necessarily the opinion of the Warren Astronomical
Society or this editor. The WASP reserves the right to edit or deny publication of any submission.
Stargate Observatory is owned and operated by the Society. Located on the
grounds of Camp Rotary on 29 Mile Road, 1.8 miles east of Romeo
Plank Road, Stargate features an 8-inch refractor telescope under a
steel dome. The observatory is open according to the open house
schedule published by the 2nd VP.
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President’s Field of View
About the Cover

My observing partner Jonathan and I saw our first
Snowy Owl in the wild this past month. Given we’d
been making forays into the field for the past several winters in hopes of catching a Snowy during their
winter irruption, this (chance!) sighting in Alpena
was the successful culmination of a multi-year hunt,
rather like that time we finally saw the Bubble Nebula up at Cadillac West. I marked the sighting on
my electronic “life list,” another trophy claimed in
digital space. I’d resisted the very idea of a life list
for bird sightings until about 2018, fearing that it’d
make experiencing wildlife an obsessive chore, a
matter of ticking boxes and shooting for high numbers at the expense of fun.
It hasn’t, really, at least not yet. I remain excited by
every chickadee that visits the yard in hopes of peanuts on the deck, every hawk that crashes through
our trees in hopes of snagging a Mourning Dove at
the feeder, and every chance to see a Bald Eagle on
the wing. So it goes with the transient delights of
astronomy; Jonathan and I stopped the car just yesterday when we realized the sundog low over St.
Clair Shores was actually a full sun halo with a trace
of circumzenithal arc. We crossed halos and arcs off
our “life list” of sky phenomena a while ago, but the
excitement of getting to see one in a moment of
being hasn’t dimmed. This winter I’ve been reading
through and revising old pieces of writing on my
hard drive, and I found some lines in honor of the
green flash. Once upon a time it was at the top of
my bucket list, and though I’ve since see it twice
(dusk and dawn), I keep looking whenever conditions are right. Crossing it off the list hasn’t made
it less of a wonder to behold.
Of course, every time I mark a bird sighting online,
my small observation goes into a massive pool of
data for the use of both professionals and amateur
bird lovers. That chance sighting of a Snowy Owl in
Alpena and the chickadees in my yard equally belong to science now— citizen scientists or credentialed ones. I’m having fun and being useful in the
same moment. This year, I’ve promised myself to
observe the skies with more rigor, to make notes
and records of what I see and when I see it, and
maybe to do some of those Astronomical League
challenges to better represent the W.A.S. as a group
of observers.

The cover image is a composite of an artist’s concept of what the James Webb Space Telescope
(JWST) would look like on deployment and the
booster’s eye-view of the departing telescope.
As of this writing, the JWST has reached the LaGrange point (L2) and inserted into orbit. It has
successfully passed all the potential failure points
in deploying. All is in readiness for the cool down
phase, mirror alignments and equipment checks.
Even better news: less fuel was used in the departure from earth’s orbit than anticipated which will
extend the life of the mission.

I won’t love the features of the Moon any less for
finally keeping a log of them. I might love them
more for it.
-Diane Hall,
President
February 2022
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Observing Reports
3 - 4 January

Quadrantid Meteors. 02.11 - 03.11 U.T. 0 shower, 1
non-shower. Session begun hours past (very
sharp) predicted peak. Obs'd @ zenith.
Transparency fair: Double cluster not vis. Limiting
mag. ~ 4-4.5. Light stratus at beginning & very
end of time.
Veen Obs'y, Lowell, Mich.
-GM Ross

7 January

The Sun. 2 southern hemis. groups in tandem, one
large ~ 15 spots, one 4 spots.
Transparency good, seeing poor.
5-cm. refractor @ 85X
-GM Ross

7-8 January

Mercury. Per OBS. HANDBOOK, 7/ 1 = greatest elongation E. @ 11 h. U.T.
Unfavourable for N. hemisphere. Planet reached 19
deg, from Sun approx 12 hours before observation at end of twilight. 18.30-35 (Eastern Time)
S.W. horizon only fair, but saw "stellar" object very
low in trees, confirmed by shifting position. Observer concluded Mercury, but considered SATURN, well to west of Jupiter. Handsome Joe
McBride later calculated positions of Saturn & Mercury for 18.15 (Eastern). Latter would be extremely close to horizon 15 min. later, but bright[er]
Saturn higher, but low. Attempt to see Mercury
elongation too late + inadequate site.
Transparency good + west clouds
8 X 30 binoculars.
-GM Ross

January 9th

6:15pm local in GR, taking advantage of the clear
sunset and using info gathered for G.M. Ross days
earlier with GUIDE9, I headed out to the driveway
with my Grandfathers 7X50mm binos to catch a
impromptu glimpse of Mercury two days past
greatest Eastern elongation.
I made a line from Jupiter to where Saturn has been
and where Venus (was) using the local landscape
as a reference and found Saturn and Mercury within seconds. Saturn was faint but Mercury was a
bright creamy gold color…barely visible to my naked eye in the twilight. Good clear skies during
observation. I repeated the same observation on
January 13 at 6:20pm (5 minutes later because of
lengthening daylight) but using my Fathers
7x35mm binos, and saw Mercury through patches
of cirrus clouds. Had to really keep at it and wait
for Saturn to show itself to prove the observation.
Mercury light was able to punch through the cirrus
Page 4

but Saturn’s light was too feeble and needed a
clear spot. I got Saturn finally and both were three
days lower in elevation (3 degrees) and I was battling the maple tree one block over now to get a
clean view of Mercury. I estimate that the pair
were now approx 5-6 moon diameters apart now.
Later on after running the animation for the two
planets I concluded that this was about as close as
they would get.
Before abandoning me and heading out west Ross
sent me some interesting info…Mercury and the
Moon have the same albedo reflectivity…(0.1) Mercury can sure get bright weeks before and after
inferior conjunction and makes one think how visible the moon would be if placed in Mercury’s orbit
given it’s roughly 70% its size.
Respectfully
Joe McBride

11 January

The Sun. Three sun-spot groups, 2 de minimis, 1
very large.
Transparency fair (cirrus), seeing poor.
5-cm. refractor @ 45X, sub-diameter mylar filter.
-GM Ross

19-20 January

Beta Pictoris. Observed with difficulty under waning
gibbous Moon. Used Canopus "jumping off" point.
2 field stars to S.E. of Beta (~ 5th mag.) barely visible. Approx. -51 Dec. and @ transit. From
Clairemont Mesa district, San Diego with Martin
("Axe") Mill.
Transparency poor, seeing fair.
4" Schmidt
-GM Ross

23 January

The Sun. One group of one large spot.
Transparency good, seeing good.
6-cm. refractor with mylar aperture + eye-piece filter.
Low magnif.
-GM Ross

23-24 January

Omega Centauri. N.G.C. 5139. Extremely faint,
blending with back-ground sky even @ culmination. 2 "pointer" stars to the W. circum 13h R.A.
were barely visible (~ 4.5 mags). Xi-1 and 2 not
seen. Averted vision and rocking of the field necessary for cluster. Nearly gave up. 3.7 mag. integrated over 36 arc-min. according to P. Birren,
hence very spread.
Gamma /Tau Centauri asterism. Initial confusion be-
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cause fainter 3rd star barely vis. Atmos. extinction
serious: Gamma (A class double) appeared orange! Triangular trio = worthy at low power.
Transparency fair with gibbous Moon high.
10X50 monocular.
...............................................
COMMENTARY. Levy's SKYWATCHING (1995) not useful under these conditions.
Req'd field ed. ATLAS OF THE HEAVENS. Clairmont
Mesa district of San Diego, Lat. North 32 deg. 50
min. calculated by William ("The Conqueror") Beers
for the observation.
-GM Ross

Saw a Fireball?
Report it to the American Meteor Society!

www.amsmeteors.or
g/members/fireball/
report-a-fireball

28 January

The Sun. Two groups, one large at least 11 spots.
Other solitary, but possibly 2.
Transparency good but target low.
5-cm. refractor, 22X. Sub-dia. mylar filter.
-GM Ross

There are other targets in the sky besides planets, stars and galaxies. Our “Man about the Solar System”, Brad Young,
likes to target man-made objects, in this instance, reported Jan 5, the JWST to be exact:
James Webb Space Telescope and its booster rocket. The telescope is getting brighter as it performs its "origami" deployment. The booster is not; it's about 16th magnitude.
https://hafsnt.com/index.php/satellite-observing/
https://spaceweathergallery.com/indiv_upload.php?upload_id=181268
For those who like IODs (Interactive Orbit Description), here
50463 21 130A
7779 G 2022010507210397 17 25 0624555+005896
50463 21 130A
7779 G 2022010507223202 17 25 0624548+005897
50463 21 130A
7779 G 2022010507240300 17 25 0624541+005898
50463 21 130A
7779 G 2022010507253397 17 25 0624536+005899
50464 21 130B
7779 G 2022010507283801 17 25 0615495+004787
50464 21 130B
7779 G 2022010507300899 17 25 0615489+004790
50464 21 130B
7779 G 2022010507313901 17 25 0615483+004790
50464 21 130B
7779 G 2022010507330602 17 25 0615476+004790
MPC
COD
CON
OBS
MEA
TEL
ACK
AC2
NET

they are:
16 S+136 10
16 S+128 10
16 S+131 10
16 S+131 10
16 S+193 10
16 S+186 10
16 S+192 10
16 S+191 10

Format:
H06
Brad Young [allenb_young@yahoo.com]
B. Young
B. Young
0.25-m f/3.4 astrograph + CCD
MPCReport file updated 2022.01.05 02:00:28
allenb_young@yahoo.com
Gaia DR1

50463 C2022
50463 C2022
50463 C2022
50463 C2022
50464 C2022
50464 C2022
50464 C2022
50464 C2022
----- end -----

01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01

05.30629606
05.30731506
05.30836806
05.30942106
05.31155106
05.31260406
05.31364606
05.31465306

24
24
24
24
15
15
15
15

33.306+00
32.895+00
32.449+00
32.141+00
29.709+00
29.367+00
28.961+00
28.583+00

58
58
58
58
47
47
47
47

57.68
58.32
59.09
59.48
52.03
53.98
54.10
53.77

13.6
12.8
13.1
13.1
19.3
18.6
19.2
19.1

G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G

H06
H06
H06
H06
H06
H06
H06
H06

Be sure to check the links to his imaging the JWST above—Ed.
February 2022
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In Memoriam
Jon Root
1942-2022

Gary Flatt
1950-2021
Long time Member, Gary Flatt passed away this
past December.

An enthusiastic astronomer and model rocketeer,
he participated in our outreach efforts, especially
at the Astronomy at the Beach events along with
his good friend, Mike O’Dowd.
Dale Thieme recalled enjoying his first look at a
lunar eclipse through Gary’s telescope back in the
late 60s– probably igniting the spark that finally
became Dale’s current involvement in the club.

Jon Root, longtime member of the W.A.S., passed
away on January 3rd. Jon served as First Vice President in 1985 and was an active part of the volunteer squad at Stargate Observatory during the
1980s, working with Scout troops and other visitors. In recent years he was a fixture at our banquets and picnics before COVID shifted them to
virtual space. He was an avid collector of astronomy books and of media.
Jon also named the Warren Astronomical Society as
a beneficiary. We are deeply honored to have
meant that much to him and hope we serve the
public good with his bequest.

Harlan Neuville
1930-2022
Sadly, we lost another connection to the Apollo
Space program.
He was Senior project engineer assigned to the design and integration of an electro-optical space sextant for application to the guidance and control
function of the APOLLO Command Module. He participated in the configuration, programming, and
control of the Apollo navigation and guidance computer for both the Lunar Excursion Module and the
Command Module.
More recently, he regaled us with stories from his
experiences working on the Apollo mission at our
2014 Awards Banquet.
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The View From C.W. Sirius Observatory
Crux – The Southern Cross
CW Sirius observatory is pretty much shut down
for astronomy in the winter season due to the
heavy snowfall we get in that area. But, while
vacationing in southern Mexico a few weeks
ago, I was able to do some visual observing and
cell phone astro-photography. The wife and I
stayed at a resort in the city of Huatulco, which
is about the most southern location in Mexico.
Being at a latitude of just 15° North, I was able
to observe my favorite constellation, Crux, the
Southern Cross.
Crux is a constellation in the southern sky that
is centered on four bright stars that are in the
shape of a small cross, or a kite. This makes it
commonly known as the “Southern Cross”. It lies
on the southern end of the Milky Way's visible
band. The name Crux is Latin for cross. Even
though it is the smallest of all 88 modern constellations, Crux is among the most easily distinguished as its four main stars each have an
apparent visual magnitude brighter than +2.8.
Crux contains four Cepheid variables, each visible to
the naked eye under optimum conditions. Crux also
contains the bright and colorful open cluster known as
the Jewel Box (NGC 4755) on its western border. Nearby to the southeast is a large dark nebula spanning 7°
by 5° known as the Coalsack Nebula, portions of which
are mapped in the neighboring constellations of Centaurus and Musca.
Crux is bordered by the constellations Centaurus
(which surrounds it on three sides) on the east, north
and west, and Musca to the south. Covering 68 square
degrees and just 0.165% of the night sky, it is the
smallest of the 88 constellations. The bright stars in

Crux with a smartphone

Crux, zoomed in

Crux were known to the Ancient Greeks, where Ptolemy regarded them as part of the constellation Centaurus.
Crux is easily visible from the southern hemisphere at
practically any time of the year. It is also visible near
the horizon from tropical latitudes of the northern
hemisphere for a few hours every night during the
winter and spring months. I was able to observe the
Southern Cross, and the surrounding stars of Centaurus starting at around 4:30am, from the balcony of
our room overlooking the ocean. And by just using my
Samsung cell phone, I was pleasantly surprised at how
I was able to photograph my “favorite constellation”.

About CW Sirius Observatory:
C.W. (Cadillac West) Sirius Observatory is located 15 west of Cadillac Michigan. Owned
and operated by WAS member Bill Beers. The
dome is an 8’ Clear Skies Inc dome which
houses an 11" f/10 SCT telescope, a 102mm
f/7 refractor telescope, Celestron CGEM DX
mount, and uses an ASI ZWO 071 color CMOS
camera, as well as a QHY8L color CCD camera. The telescope can be remotely operated
from inside Bills house.
Anyone interested in learning about astrophotography, or any questions regarding equipment, or how to take astrophotos using your
iPhones, or any related questions, can contact
Bill at: BEEZOLL@AOL.COM
February 2022
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From the Desk of the Northern Cross Observatory
We had a couple of nights early in January 2022. I picked this object for this month due to its relatively easy
access for most observers. The Double Cluster consists of the open clusters NGC 869 and NGC 884, which
are close together in the constellation Perseus. Both visible with the naked eye, NGC 869 and NGC 884 lie at
a distance of 7,500 light years. It is a very nice object in binoculars.
NGC 869 has a mass of 3,700 solar masses and NGC 884 weighs in at 2,800 solar masses; however, later research has shown both clusters are surrounded with a very extensive halo of stars, with a total mass for the
complex of at least 20,000 solar masses. Based on their individual stars, the clusters are relatively young,
both 12.8 million years old

There are more than 300 blue-white super-giant stars in each of the clusters. The clusters are also blueshifted, with NGC 869 approaching Earth at a speed of 39 km/s (24 mi/s) and NGC 884 approaching
at a similar speed of 38 km/s (24 mi/s). Their hottest main sequence stars are of spectral type B0. NGC 884
includes five prominent red supergiant stars, all variable and all around 8th magnitude: RS Persei, AD Persei,
FZ Persei, V403 Persei, and V439 Persei. (ref. Wikipedia)

WO 105mm f/7 APO refractor, ZWO asi2600MC PRO camera, 50 minutes of data

-Doug Bock
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Presentations
Monday, February 7, 2022
Virtual Presentations

Thursday, February 17, 2022
Virtual Presentation

Main Talk:

Feature Talk:

Measuring the Earth,
Moon, and Sun the Ancient Way

Observing from
Apache-Sitgreaves

By Dr. Dale Partin

In the ancient world, it was common to think about
celestial objects in astrological terms. Eventually, a
new school of thought began among some ancient
Greek philosophers who thought that celestial objects were perfect, “heavenly” objects that obeyed
fixed laws. These Greek philosophers reasoned that
mathematics and physical measurements could be
used to determine the size of the Earth and the distance to the Moon and the Sun. Dale wanted to understand and replicate their measurements. His
work and results will be described.

About the Speaker
Dr. Dale Partin is an
amateur
astronomer
and teaches astronomy
at Macomb Community
College. He has B.S.
and M.S. degrees in
physics and a Ph.D. in
electrical engineering.
Until his partial retirement, he worked in advanced research in the auto industry. He has over
80 scientific publications and 38 patents, and is a
fellow of the American Physical Society and a member of Sigma Xi and of the American Scientific Affiliation. He joined the Warren Astronomical Society in
1998. He gave his first presentation that year on his
measurements of the orbits of the Galilean moons.
He served as a WAS officer many times since then.

By Diane Hall

Steven Aggas, former WAS member and past president, owns and operates the Apache-Sitgreaves
Observatory. Open to the public, this observatory
has much to offer. Diane went there in 2016,
again in 2018. She describes what you can expect
while visiting and will talk about the features and
services Steve offers at the facility

About the Speaker
Diane Hall is the past and
current president of the Warren Astronomical Society.
Moon Shot Enthusiast, binocular astronomer, chronic
Space Pirate, and frequent
astronomy tourist. Has a
woolen blanket featuring the
entire fleet of US Space Shuttles on the bed and a matryoshka of famous cosmonauts close at home in the
office. Still eats freeze-dried
ice cream for fun.

(Continued on page 10)

WAS PRESENTATIONS
If you would like to present either a short talk (10-15 minutes) or a full-length
talk (45-60 minutes) at a future meeting, please email Bob Trembley at:

firstvp@warrenastro.org.
February 2022
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(Continued from page 9)

Business, Science & Technology

Short Talk:

PRESENTS

A Western Hemisphere
Stonehenge
By Gary Ross

Fifty Years &
Six Total Solar Eclipses

While much deserved attention has gone to the Mayans' study of astronomy, the ancient peoples' of
Peru has not. Last July, "As It Happens", the daily
"magazine" show of C.B.C. Radio-1, conducted an
interview with a Peruvian archaeologist, Ivan Ghezzi, regarding recent work at a stunning site.
This journalism deserves more attention.

About the Presenters:
When he's not working on being the "Greatest Observer in Michigan", Gary Ross sometimes delves
into "radio astronomy" as he scans the CBC-1 radio
station for astronomical tidbits.
Clayton ("The Brain") Carey is a gamer par excellance with no interest in cosmology nor astrotechnology. The man of a hundred hard drives, half
of which are on his various floors.

Tuesday, February 22, 2022
6:00 PM – 7:30 PM EST
Some people like seeing eclipses enough that they will travel the world to see them.

WSU alumnus Dr. Mark Christensen, who showed us
the science and technology of the James Webb
Space Telescope (JWST), will share stories and images of eclipse chases over several decades.
Dr. Christensen was born and raised in the Detroit
area. He studied Mathematics and Physics at
Wayne State and Purdue Universities. After he completed his doctorate, he served on the faculty at
Georgia Institute of Technology and Northrop
Grumman, and as a consultant in the operational
test and evaluation of airborne radar and electrooptical systems.
Detroit Public Library has been partnering with the
Wayne State University Planetarium on astronomy
programs.

Join the Astronomical League!

Zoom link will be sent to registrants before the program.

Only $7.50 (membership starts July 1)
• Get the Reflector
• Participate in the
Observing Program
• Avail yourself of the
League Store
• Astronomy Books at
a discount
alcor@warrenastro.org
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Image credit: NASA/SwRI.Amir Caspi/Dan Seaton.

Register:
Fifty Years & Six Total Solar Eclipses Tickets, Tue,
Feb 22, 2022 at 6:00 PM | Eventbrite
Main Library
5201 Woodward Avenue
Detroit, MI 48202
313/481-1391
www.detroitpubliclibrary.org
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Skyward with David Levy
Go Webb!
We all got a special and thoroughly delightful present
early on Christmas morning. Although I did not set
my alarm, Wendee did get up around 5 am. I turned
on our television set, and what I saw 15 minutes later
was the most thrilling space view since 1969, when
Armstrong and Aldrin walked on the Moon. It was the
spectacular, flawless launch of the James Webb Space
telescope, THE start of a mission so perfect and
smooth that if Webb could speak, it would have told
us that it did not feel any motion whatsoever as it
soared away. Even the countdown was unique; it was
in French: “Dix, neuf, huit…” I did notice a possible
hiccup. About ten minutes later, the metal covers
designed to protect the telescope during launch fell
away while the vehicle was still in powered flight. But
a second later, I understood that this was not a hiccup; it was supposed to fall away. The telescope was
already out of Earth’s atmosphere, and with no air to
bother it, the protective cover was no longer needed.
As lovely as this experience was for me, the launch
was not the most memorable part. That came an
hour or so later, when NASA administrator Bill Nelson
gave a speech in which he thanked the many people
involved in the process of getting the telescope into

space. At the end of his speech Nelson mentioned a
young shepherd boy, sitting out under the stars,
looking toward the night sky, and writing a poem
about it. That shepherd boy, the Administrator went
on, went on to become King of Israel.
The poem to which he referred is undoubtedly the
19th Psalm, the opening 4 lines of which I quote
here, plus an additional one added by nova discoverer Peter Collins, an old friend.
The heavens declare the glory of God.
And the firmament showeth his handiwork.
Day unto day uttereth speech,
And night unto night revealeth knowledge,
So long as the sky is clear.
The telescope has now been fully deployed and it is
ready for its final adjustments. Unlike for the shepherd boy, and for all of us on Earth, the sky will always be clear and dark at the Lagrange 2 point
(named after Italian mathematician Joseph-Louis Lagrange) in space where the telescope will live. The
James Webb is there to teach us about the Universe
of which we are a part, and I suspect that it will also
inspire us to set aside the cares and the news of each
day, head out into our back yards, and look up at the
night sky.

Image: NASA(ESA/CSA
February 2022
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2022—Do Look Up
Guest article by Brad Young, Astronomy Club of Tulsa

The Year to Come (February through May)
A friend asked me to review astronomical events for 2022. Having never written an article
quite like this, I tend to get hung up on the details of these amazing events and decided to
limit it to only late winter, early spring. You know When Everybody Goes to Mexico. It must
also stay true to my oeuvre, and my personal style. I'm not sure what that is, but I think the
article below will be typical.

Late to the Party
First let me say that this article is centered around
events as seen from the U.S. The friend who suggested the article is in India, but I think most of these are
still visible to him, except the eclipses. Also, I missed
January, and skipped February and March. There is
not much going on, except the good evening Grandpa! quasi-conjunction with Mercury and Saturn and a
nice dance of the planets in the morning sky. It is
way too cold here in Oklahoma to get up for those
unless my Shiba Inu mix dog needs a walk.

Easter Eggs
But April and May make up for it. April 12th begins a
run of close planetary conjunctions. The first one
includes Neptune only 6 minutes of an arc (6’) from
Jupiter. Since Jupiter is nearly one minute of arc wide,
this will be a very interesting sight with Neptune
standing in as a fifth, albeit a little off kilter, moon of
Jupiter. You may be able to make it out in binoculars,
though a small scope would be best.
The last weekend of April better be clear. On April
27th at 20 UT, Venus will be 1’ east of Neptune in
the morning sky in what's called a quasi-conjunction
or appulse. Jupiter will join them less than three degrees away like a spectator since he just had his
close approach with Neptune a fortnight before.
Again, you will probably have to use a small telescope to make out Neptune that close to bright Venus, but it should be worth it.
On Friday April 29th, Pluto is stationary in its eastward motion and begins to move west towards opposition. Three hours later Mercury is at greatest elongation east of the Sun for this appearance, 21° away
in the evening sky and easily visible if you look about
45 minutes after sunset. I mentioned Pluto to discuss
what stationary means related to planets, and Mercury to discuss greatest elongation.

Into the Left Field Weeds
Opposition and conjunction with the sun are easy to
understand; opposition is when it's as far away from
the Sun as it gets, and conjunction as close as it
Page 12

gets. Stationary points and greatest elongations are a
little more complicated.
Stationary points appear in the sky just as the name
would indicate. The planet stops moving east or west
and starts moving the other way, appearing to briefly
stop (be stationary) as it turns around. All planets
reach a stationary point during their appearances,
but the look is different for inferior planets Mercury
and Venus, compared to superior planets (all the
rest).

Inferior planets reach a stationary point in their motion at the beginning of a good appearance in the
morning sky, and the end of their evening sky
shows. In between, they go through inferior conjunction where they're close to the Sun and hard to see.
In the morning, they stop going west and start going
east again. Their motion east doesn’t quite match
the sun’s speed for a while, so they continue to get
higher in the dawn until they reach greatest western
elongation. The opposite happens in the evening sky,
where they stop going east, having already slowed
down in apparent motion since eastern elongation.
This is why Mercury got close to Saturn in midJanuary, but never closed the gap. Once they pass
the stationary point and begin moving west, they approach the setting sun faster and are soon lost in the
dusk glare.

Obligatory “In Real Life” Example
Think of it this way – if a car in the lane next to you
but ahead of you matches your speed, they would be
at elongation. If they get stuck behind a slower car
and must slow down, they will appear to drift back
towards you. When they stop (evening or eastern stationary point) and start going in reverse to go around
the now stalled car, you will pass them quickly, and
soon, they will be behind you. Then they stop again
to shift gears (morning or western stationary point).
Once they are in forward gear, they will start slowly
(so they can yell at the hapless stalled driver), until
they match your speed and are at elongation behind
you. As they speed up further to pass you, the cycle
starts again.
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ipedia below will help explain where all these points
are. The stationary points are not shown, but they
are on the opposition side of quadrature for superior
planets and the conjunction side of elongation for
inferior planets. They are also different for each planet; the planet shown on the diagram outside Earth’s
orbit is at about where Mars’ stationary point is.

(Continued from page 12)

Less Shade

For superior planets, it's much the same, as the beginning of stationary motion and moving into retrograde motion means that it is approaching opposition and getting brighter and up all night. Then, it
reaches a stationary point on the other side of opposition, begins direct eastward motion again, and gets
dimmer and closer to the Sun after that.
Greatest elongation is primarily used referring to the
inferior planets, as it’s the same as opposition for
the superior planets. This is the point where the inferior planet reaches their greatest distance from the
Sun either east of it in the evening sky, or west of it
in the morning sky. Hopefully the diagram from Wik-

But, back to that great last weekend in April - there is
a partial eclipse of the sun on the next day, April
30th. This one will only be visible in the most southern part of South America and Antarctica. But as often happens, a poor eclipse of the sun is followed by
a fantastic total eclipse of the Moon on May 16th
centered around 4 UT. Just as it gets dark here in
Tulsa, at 9:28 p.m. May 15 (2:28 UT May 16), the full
Moon will start having a bite taken out of its lower
side by the Earth's shadow. Over the next three and a
half hours it should be quite a sight, and for once, at
a convenient hour for most people.
So why is there such a great total eclipse of the Moon
after a so-so partial eclipse barely even striking the
Earth on April 30th? The Moon's motion is complicated, but we see the longest eclipses when the Moon is
at apogee, furthest from the Earth in its orbit. The
Moon is bigger at perigee when it's closest to the
Earth, but it moves faster.
Distance from the Earth also affects the angle of its
shadow thrown on us or ours thrown on it. The partial eclipse of the sun on April 30th has a gamma
rank of -1.19. This means that the axis of the shad-

(Continued on page 14)
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ow of the Moon passes south of the Earth's center by
1.19 * it's radius. So, the axis passes 752 miles
south of the Earth. The umbra (dark part) of the
Moon’s shadow doesn't get any closer than four
Earth radii away (15,800 miles). We have an eclipse
magnitude of only 0.64, meaning the main shadow
doesn't reach Earth, and only 64% of the sun is
blocked at the best point on Earth in the Drake Passage. The shadow also isn't pointed right at the Earth
but quite a bit below it. This explains why we get a
poor partial eclipse, visible only at the southern tip
of the world.
The position of the shadow pointing towards Earth is

By comparison, the Full Moon of May 16-17 (see link
for all the details) passes its descending node moving south of the ecliptic only 4 hours before the
eclipse. This allows our shadow to strike the Moon
nearly centrally and of course, Earth's shadow is
much bigger on the Moon than vice versa. The Moon
is also at perigee - closest to the Earth - the next day
on May 17th, so our shadow is larger, mitigated a
little by the fact the Moon is moving faster than average. This all adds up to a fine total eclipse of the
Moon, with total eclipse visible at least in part from
Rome to San Francisco.

And All the Other Good Stuff
All these many motions of the moon add up to great
chances to see very new moons (Feb 1 and Apr 1), if
you’d like to try to spot those. Spring has only a few
meteor showers, the April Lyrids are mooned out,
but the Eta Aquarids around May 6 should be good
with an early moonset. Hopefully, another comet will
come along. The only predicted one I found was
Comet PANSTARRS C/2021 O3 (Perihelion 2022 April
21), and no one knows how it will act. None of the
planets or Big Four asteroids are near opposition in
Feb-May.

Finally on May 27th there should be quite a sight in
the morning sky as the Moon, Venus, and the Pleiades star cluster are all within a circle about three
times the Moon's diameter (1.5o). You'll have to get
up early, but it should be well worth the sight low in
the east-northeast.
And just in case I trip over my German Shepherd dog
again and can’t finish reviewing 2022, don’t miss the
Moon occulting Mars, best on December 8 in USA
(and southern US January 30, 2023).
a function of when the Moon crosses either the ascending or descending node in its orbit. These nodes
are the point where the Moon crosses the ecliptic, or
path of the sun as it appears to us in the sky. In
April, the Moon won't pass its ascending node until
23 hours after the eclipse. It gets to New Moon too
early, appears in our sky still nearly a degree south
of the ecliptic, and so sweeps its shadow south of
the Earth.

More Shade
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mKMuEOxir6w
https://www.universalworkshop.com/2022/01/12/aquasi-conjunction/#more-13206
https://www.universalworkshop.com/astronomicalcalendar-2022/
https://eclipse.gsfc.nasa.gov/LEplot/LEplot2001/
LE2022May16T.pdf
http://www.lunar-occultations.com/iota/planets/
mars.png
Other sources:
Wikipedia
iFunny.co
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Book Review
Space Exploration
Space Exploration, A History in 100 Objects by Sten
Odenwald, written by an astrophysicist, a popular
science writer and educator– a genuine technical
geek.
Who will choose the 100 in the subject? Not me, but
the author. It’s arguable– what was the best movie
in the Academy Awards last year? Nobody agrees
but I watch the Oscars every year. To read this
book, the subjects are logical and interesting, almost fascinating, almost fun!
He placed the No.1, invented 71,000
BCE. It was discovered in 1991 in
South Africa, on a small stone flake,
about an inch long, “making the
stone the earliest known drawing
done by a human hand.”
My favorite is No. 8, the Nimrud
Lens, “the first step toward modern
telescopes.” Fascinating stuff, I wrote
a historical fiction story about it. It
was set in 750 BCE, it was constructed with a simple polished glassy lens.
Maybe it was a jewelry stone, like an
amulet. But it could be a magnifier, if
the prevailing theory is true, it’s a
landmark in optics. It’s a long stretch
but you have to imagine it, like science fiction. Nobody really knows about its origin but it is a historical stepping stone for emerging modern humans.
No. 23 is Galileo’s telescope, the beginning of modern astronomy. Slam dunk! “... humanity’s understanding of its place in the cosmos would never be
the same.” True.

-Ed Bas

A few years later, No. 41 was built in the 1900s, the
“most famous telescope.” John D. Hooker, an amateur astronomer, grinding and polishing the 100inch mirror. It was set down in Mount Wilson
(California), it was the largest scope in the world
until 1949. A few famous telescopes were listed in
the first 100 objects.
The radio telescope was in number 45 (Green Bank
1932), the radio interferometer (1946), and the
Kepler Space Telescope was No. 94.
No. 98 was a gravitational-wave interferometer. Actually, it’s not a normal telescope for amateur astronomers. But it needs mirrors and
lasers, these events of colliding black
holes, bending space-time and releasing gravitational waves in the process.
A few objects are arguable: No. 68
the space blanket or No. 79, the Skylab exercise bike? Ok, I am not quibbling, mind you. Sputnik and the
Mars rovers are in the list, V-2 and
Goddard’s rockets also. No Saturn V?
No. 100 was the best and the last:
the Event Horizon Telescope (2019).
Eight networks gather radio scopes
information, recording supermassive
black holes in M87, “toward planets
being formed around distant stars.”
No mention of the Hubble space telescope and, of
course, the Webb. It’s a good coffee table book and
could be a reference book on your shelves. It's very
readable, nice photos.

W.A.S.P. Photo and Article Submissions
We’d like to see your photos and articles in the W.A.S.P. Your contribution is ESSENTIAL! —

This is YOUR publication!
Send items to: publications@warrenastro.org
Documents can be submitted in Microsoft Word (.doc or .docx), Open Office (.ods), or Text (.txt)
formats, or put into the body of an email. Photos can be embedded in the document or attached to
the email and should be under 2MB in size. Please include a caption for your photos, along with
dates taken, and the way you ’d like your name to appear.

February 2022
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Over the Moon

with Rik Hill

Tale of Two Mare
This is a much larger portion of
the moon and higher sun than I
usually do but it shows some seldom seen features well thanks to
a favorable libration. Of course
the "elephant in the room' is Mare
Crisium (638km dia.) on the left
side of the image with the bright
rayed crater Proclus (29km) on
the west side (left) of the Mare.
On the south edge of this image
is dark floored crater Firmicus
(58km) and next to it are the
northern fingers of Mare
Undarum. Move back towards the
southern edge of Crisium you will
see a large crater with a floor that
is half dark. This is Condorset
(77km) with Hansen (41km) just
to the right or east of it.
Notice the backwards "3" just outside the upper right edge of
Crisium. This is Mare Anguis
(130km x 30km). It's listed as
134km diameter but is anything but circular! Totally unassociated but south of this and further east of
Crisum is another bit of mare material of the same
shape and orientation as Anguis. Curious but no
more than that. However, it leads us to the larger

patch of mare material that is Mare Marginus, not
usually seen this well. On the south end of this
mare you can see most of the northern two thirds
of the large dark floored crater Neper (141km) with
it's bright central peak. Note on the opposite side
of Marginis, on the north side
there is a very oval dark feature
that is the crater Goddard
(92km). Then further north, well
outside Marginis, is another dark
floored crater Hubble (83km). On
the limb north of this is our last
crater, Liapunov (68km) visible
only at favorable librations like
this one.
This montage was made from 5,
1800 frame AVIs stacked with
AVIStack2 (IDL), assembled
with
MicroSoft ICE
and final processed with
GIMP
and
IrfanView.

Location maps by Ralph DeCew
Page 16
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History S.I.G.
February 1992
In this issue, star-hop with Frank McCullough in
“Roaming the Sky with Binoculars”, followed by
“Computer Chatter” by Larry F. Kalinowski, “Help
Plan Our New Observatory!” by Scott Jorgensen
(about a proposed Observatory at the Hawthorn
Hollow site), and finishing with “The First Star Party
at the Hawthorn Hollow Observing Site Saturday,
January 25, 1992, 6:00 p.m. to Sunrise” by Jeff Bondono.

February 2002
Here we have a very interesting take on the web
version of the WASP. First the HTML: there’s two
pages, Astro Chatter and Swap Shop, shown in the
column at left. Just below that, they are duplicated
in PDF form- in two files. Such an odd approach
makes me wonder if there wasn’t some sort of technology constraints involved. As to content, Astro
Chatter is the solitary article and, since Larry ran it,
the swap shop included both astronomical and
computer items.

From the Scanning Room
Mark Kedzior and I have been enjoying finding
tasks for each other, Mark getting in the latest shot:
in his minutes, last month, he records that the
scanning will pick up in January. The heat is on! I’ve
cleared the debris off the boxes of material to go
through, so there’s nothing holding me back.
Dale Thieme,
Chief scanner
Below is a cartoon from the 1967 January issue of
the DAS newsletter.

Yep, ‘bout sums it up– Ed.
February 2022
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Steven Tennenberg - M42 Orion Nebula

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

February 2022

1

Wednesday
2

NEW MOON

6

7

8

Thursday

14

4

5

10

11

12

18

19

25

26

Groundhog Day

9

Moon at Apogee:
404897km

15

16

21

22

Presidents' Day

27

28

Saturn 4.3°N of Moon
Maha Shivaratri

17
Mercury at Greatest
Elong:
26.3°W
FULL MOON

Valentines Day

20

Saturday

3

Cranbrook

13

Friday

23

Macomb

24

Moon at Perigee:
367787km
Stargate Open House

Stargate Observatory

Monthly Free Astronomy Open House

and Star Party
4th Saturday of the month!
Wolcott Mill Metropark - Camp Rotary entrance
Advisory: Concerns are circulating in the amateur astronomy community about a possibility of COVID-19 being passed
from one person to another via contact of different persons' eyes with a telescope eyepiece. Sharing telescopes may be
considered by some to be high-risk due to the possibility of eyes touching eyepieces. Masks are encouraged, mandatory
for children.

•
•
•
•

Sky tours.
See different telescope types in operation.
Get help with your telescope.
We can schedule special presentations
and outings for scouts, student or community groups.

Contact: outreach@warrenastro.org
Find us on MeetUp.com

Observatory Rules:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

20505 29 Mile Rd (1.8 miles east of Romeo Plank Rd) Ray, MI 48096

Closing time depends on weather, etc.
May be closed one hour after opening time if no members arrive within the first hour.
Contact the 2nd VP for other arrangements, such as late arrival time. Call 586-909-2052.
An alternate person may be appointed to open.
Members may arrive before or stay after the scheduled open house time.
Dates are subject to change or cancellation depending on weather or staff availability.
Postings to the Yahoo Group and/or email no later than 2 hours before starting time in case of date
change or cancellation.
It is best to call or email the 2nd VP at least 2 hours before the posted opening with any questions. Later
emails may not be receivable (secondvp@warrenastro.org).
Generally, only strong rain or snow will prevent the open house... the plan is to be there even if it is
clouded over. Often, the weather is cloudy, but it clears up as the evening progresses.
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Stargate Report
Stargate Observatory Report
for January 22, 2022
The Observatory was opened at 5:54 pm. The sky
was cloudy and snow was falling at times.
Both buildings and all equipment are in good condition. Three members/visitors attended the open
house.
The observatory was closed at 8:41 pm.
Next open house is scheduled for February 26,
2022.
Riyad I. Matti
2022 2nd VP,
Observatory Chairperson

Treasurer’s Report

Astronomical Events
for February 2022

Add one hour for Daylight Savings Time
Source:
http://astropixels.com/almanac/almanac21/almanac2022est.html
Day

EST (h:m)

Event

01

00:46

NEW MOON

02

16:08

Jupiter 4.3°N of Moon

04

14:00

Saturn in Conjunction with Sun

08

08:50

FIRST QUARTER MOON

09

01:12

Moon at Ascending Node

09

03:24

Pleiades 4.1°N of Moon

10

21:39

Moon at Apogee: 404897 km

13

17:52

Pollux 2.6°N of Moon

16

11:57

FULL MOON

16

16:00

Mercury at Greatest Elong: 26.3°W

23

01:54

Moon at Descending Node

23

17:32

LAST QUARTER MOON

24

00:17

Antares 3.5°S of Moon

26

17:18

Moon at Perigee: 367787 km

27

04:00

Mars 3.5°N of Moon

28

15:07

Mercury 3.7°N of Moon

28

18:00

Mercury at Aphelion

28

18:47

Saturn 4.3°N of Moon

Treasurer's Report for Month of January, 2022

Finances
Main account,

Bank of America
$22,312.17
Deposits: ........................................................ $500.45
Withdrawals: .....................................................$15.90

GLAAC account

Bank of America
$3,263.95
Deposits: ............................................................... $0
Withdrawals: ......................................................... $0
PayPal Account as of Jan 31, 2021
$1,246.99
Money in (memberships, calendars, donations) :
$481.34
Money out (reimbursement for calendar and banquet expenses)
$278.33
Total Paid Memberships
78
New Members for January:
Carolyn DeMates
G Wozniak
We have received quite a few new membership renewals. Thank you all for re-upping your membership to W.A.S. For those of you who are considering renewing your membership or know
someone who was a member over the past couple of years, encourage them to renew as well.
-Adrian Bradley,
Treasurer
February 2022

If you’re shopping on Amazon, make sure to use Amazon
Smile. It costs you nothing, and if you select us as your
charity, Amazon will donate 0.5% of every purchase you
make to the Warren Astronomical Society.
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Meeting Minutes
WARREN ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY
MINUTES OF (VIRTUAL) BOARD MEETING
JANUARY 3, 2022 @ 6:30PM
Meeting called to order @ 6:32PM by President Diane Hall. Officers in attendance: Diane Hall – Bob
Trembley – Riyad Matti – Mark Kedzior – Adrian
Bradley - Kevin McLaughlin – Dale Thieme
(Quorum present).

OFFICERS REPORTS:
President Diane Hall reported on her recent visit to
Cranbrook – also stated that efforts should take
place throughout the year for the succession
plan of board officers, especially term limited
positions, for the November 2022 elections for
the 2023 board.
1ST VP Bob Trembley gave the current status of the
2022 WAS presentations.
2nd VP Riyad Matti reports his monthly inspection
of Stargate and Dob Shed found all in good order
– Open House on December 18th had 1 visitor,
but evening was cut short due to cloudy conditions – next Open House will be held on January
22, with the safety measures/procedures put in
place remaining the same as when the monthly
event was resumed in October.
Secretary Mark Kedzior reports the December 2021
meeting minutes are posted in the January 2022
WASP. Treasurer Adrian Bradley gave account
balances for WAS, GLAAC, and PayPal – reviewing/auditing Astronomical League memberships
to accurately reflect status – membership down
to 60 but renewals are arriving to bring numbers
up.
Outreach Chair Kevin McLaughlin will be meeting
with the Macomb Discovery Center to assess
their needs in outreach programs.
Publications Chair Dale Thieme reports the January
2022 WASP is posted online – gave calendar update on shipping orders and remaining calendars
to be sold.

OLD BUSINESS:
Awards Banquet Wrap Up was discussed – Mark
Kedzior reported on the status of door prize and
Service Award plaques deliveries – Galileo Telescope will be delivered once prize winner makes
contact with delivery instructions.
Mail Chimp Account – Kevin McLaughlin was placed
on the Mail Chimp account in place of Dr. Dale
Partin.
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NEW BUSINESS:
SWAN (State Wide Astronomy Night) @MSU event
takes place in April – event will be on Open
House date in April – will need field captain assigned for planning event and procedures in
place at March Board meeting.
Dale Thieme suggested that we move up the calendar submission deadline a month earlier –
enough image submissions were available to select for the calendar production – would also
help with any shipping of calendars to purchasers before the heavy mailing season
Discussion on PO Box mail pickup – Dale Thieme is
account holder for PO Box (although in Bob
Watt’s name for perpetuity) – only one key has
been issued (to Adrian Bradley) – after discussion, Mark Kedzior will visit Warren Post Office,
to provide a WAS document with letterhead, listing members who can access PO Box and sign
for articles, and will also obtain a second key to
expedite regular mail pickup of the PO box. This
document will be on file at the Warren PO and in
our Google Docs, where it can be updated when
necessary to keep signatures and individuals current.
Motion to adjourn by Adrian Bradley – supported by
Bob Trembley to adjourn meeting – motion
passed.
Meeting adjourned at 7:28 PM by President Diane
Hall.
Respectfully submitted,
Mark Kedzior
Secretary

WARREN ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY
CRANBROOK (VIRTUAL) MEETING
JANUARY 3, 2022, 7:30PM
Meeting called to order at 7:30PM by President Diane Hall (WebEx attendance – 29 & YouTube – 8
@ 8:30PM).

OFFICER REPORTS:
President Diane Hall reports that with the COVID
Omicron variant surge, plans will be further delayed in returning to in person meetings at both
Cranbrook and Macomb.
1st VP Bob Trembley presented the upcoming
schedule of presentations up to May and is requesting speakers for the available open dates.
2nd VP Riyad Matti reports (Diane gave his report
due to internet connection issues) that we will
continue the in person Open Houses, maintain-
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(Continued from page 22)

ing the procedures and best practices put in
place in October to resume our Open House
nights. The SWAN (Statewide Astronomy Night)
@MSU will take place at Stargate on our regular
Open House night – more details to follow as to
the event planning in March.
Secretary Mark Kedzior reports the December 2021
meeting minutes are in the January 2022 WASP.
Treasurer Adrian Bradley gave accounts and membership updates – discussed PayPal to renew
both memberships and Astronomical League
subscriptions.
Outreach Chair Kevin McLaughlin reported on the
Macomb Discovery Center, and to send in any
outreach activities to him.
Publications Chair Dale Thieme reports the January
2022 WASP in online – also made last call for remaining calendar orders.

SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS:
Solar – Marty Kunz reports observing no sunspots –
also reports the sun will be at perihelion on January 4th (closest to sun) – Double Star Group –
takes place at Stargate Open Houses – History –
will be resuming activity on January 22nd (with
unintended persuasion from Secretary Mark
Kedzior) – Astrophotography – Adrian Bradley
reports on the Explore Scientific Virtual Star Parties – personally working with black & white
nightscape imaging.

OBSERVING REPORTS:
David Levy gave his best wishes to all for 2022 –
observed Comet Leonard – observed no sunspots
but observed two prominences – read quatrains
on wall found in office of Jonathan Tennyson,
great-great grandson of Lord Alfred Tennyson.
Dr. Dale Partin reports observing Pleiades/
Hyades through 7 x 50 binoculars – Adrian Bradley shared images taken of Milky Way at Lake
Hudson State Park.

WARREN ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY
MACOMB (VIRTUAL) MEETING
JANUARY 20, 2022 7:30PM
Meeting called to order at 7:30 PM by President Diane Hall (WebEx attendance – 25 & YouTube – 10
@ 8:00PM).

OFFICER REPORTS:
President Diane Hall reports that former WAS Officer Jon Root passed away – a bequest was left
in his will to the WAS – Gary Flatt, long time
member of WAS, passed away in December. Diane also visited Cranbrook and viewed the Space
Exhibit on display – explained how the museum
was set up to allow visitors to enter and view exhibits.
1st VP Bob Trembley gave updated schedule of
speakers/presentations.
2nd VP Riyad Matti reported there will be an Open
House on January 22nd, with established protocols in place to visit/observe safely. Secretary
Mark Kedzior had nothing to report.
Treasurer Adrian Bradley gave the account balances
of the WAS, GLAAC and PayPal – he also stated
that the subscription year for the Astronomical
League runs from July 1 to June 30.
No Outreach Report.
Publications Chair Dale Thieme reported the February WASP is in its prep stages – also reported on
the WAS mailers for membership renewals and
the last call for remaining (and limited) 2022
WAS calendars.

SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS:

SHORT PRESENTATION:
1st VP Bob Trembley introduced Dr. Valeriy Sterligov (with bio) and his presentation “Self-Made
Artificial Star”. Dr. Sterligov explained the theory
and construction/application of the instrument
he built for optical testing. Questions/
discussions followed his presentation.

MAIN PRESENTATION:
1st VP Bob Trembley introduced Ken Bertin (with
bio) and his presentation “The Birth, Life and
Death of Stars”. Ken’s presentation started with
the ‘Big Bang” expansion of universe +/- 13.77
billion years ago, through explaining stellar evolution, and to the eventual ending in the star’s
life cycle.

February 2022

Questions and discussion followed.
To view these presentations in their entirety, go to:
https://www.youtube.com/warrenastro
Meeting ended at 9:22 PM.
Mark Kedzior
Secretary

Astrophotography – Doug Bock shared images of
the Double Cluster in Perseus (which will be featured in February WASP). Diane Hall reports Tom
Hagen will be reviving the Radio Astronomy subgroup. Diane reports the WAS archives will be
purged – contact Diane if there are questions on
any of the items that are affected with this action.

OBSERVING:
Riyad Matti viewed sunspots via solar projection
method. Doug Bock shared images taken on January 2nd of Comet 2019 L3 ATLAS, IC 342, M81
& 82, IC 1805, and the Double Cluster in Perseus. Adrian Bradley shared iPhone nightscape
images. Discussion on feasible rendezvous with
Oumuamua.
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MAIN PRESENTATION:
1st VP Bob Trembley moderated roundtable discussion of “What First Got You Interested in Astronomy”. The roundtable discussion began with the
advertised scheduled panel of Bob Trembley, David H. Levy, Ken Bertin, Jon Blum, Doug Bock,
and Dr. Dale Partin.
Bob eventually got out his “deep sea fishing gear”
and through the rest of the meeting was able to
hook a “boat load” of extra contributors to participant in the discussion – Diane Hall, Adrian
Bradley, Riyad Matti, Mark Kedzior, Jim Shedlowsky, Dale Thieme and Dale Hollenbaugh.
Highlights of panelists’ beginnings (of note) in astronomy: Bob Trembley – at age 8 observed Jupiter and Saturn through Sears refractor.
Ken Bertin – at age 6 a science book with planets, at
7 years a Tasco 60 MM refractor, learning astronomy with uncle Max Fleischer of “Popeye” fame,
and starting an astronomy club in 9th grade at
Mumford High School in Detroit.
Diane Hall at age of 3 with book “365 Starry Nights”
by Chet Raymo.
Adrian Bradley joined University Lowbrows, taking
photography classes, getting his first telescope
at 40 years of age.
Jon Blum received retirement present - a telescope
from his children 20 years ago, joined numerous
astronomy clubs, and starting an informal astronomy club at Fox Run Retirement Center in
Farmington.

Doug Bock prepared a slideshow of his collection of
telescopes through the years - his science teacher at Fraser letting him observe through 3’ f/10
Edmund reflector - purchasing his Tasco 60MM
refractor in 1968 along with annual January National Geographic sky charts, and his recollections of joining the WAS in 1973.
Dr. Dale Partin bought science book at age 13 to
learn about astronomy - purchased 60MM refractor then an 11”SCT at garage sales.
Riyad Matti made refractors with acquired lenses.
First was 60MM refractor with cardboard tube –
uncle discussed astronomy with him – joined
WAS in 1984.
Mark Kedzior purchased a 60MM Sears refractor
with money earned on paper route, which is still
in his possession and used - joining the WAS in
1967 when it held meetings at Warren Lincoln
High School - grinding/polishing an 8” Pyrex
blank under the direction of WAS pioneer Gerry
Alyea, and observing through the club’s 12 ½’”
telescope in the Warren Lincoln High School Observatory up until 1970, when a new observatory
was built on the grounds of Rotary Park in Ray
Township, where it stands today.
To view this presentation in its entirety, go to:
https://www.youtube.com/warrenastro
The meeting ended at 9:30 PM.
Mark Kedzior
Secretary
Warren Astronomical Society

Letter
Just wanted to mention I now administer the Earth
Orbiting Satellite Program through the Astronomical
League. Tom DeClue has passed the baton after two
decades of leading it - thank you Tom.

https://hafsnt.com/index.php/parks-and-barks/

Some of you may not be AL Members, that's OK, you
can join as member at large or just do the observing
programs for fun. The website is being updated, so
bear with me while I get it to reflect that some rules
have changed. E.g., they are now allowing all satellites that can be verified using sources like HeavensAbove. Here's a link:

https://www.astroleague.org/content/alternate constellation-observing-program

And don't forget, there is also the Alternate Constellations program, good to do while it's cold:

PS I'm trying to get the program changed or add a
feature to accept radio observations, and I'm working
to get a repository for the reports like Celestrak or
Satflare).

https://www.astroleague.org/content/earth-orbitingsatellite-observing-program

-Brad Young PE
My Website

You can also check my website, or contact me there:
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The Warren Astronomical Society is a Proud Member of the Great
Lakes Association of Astronomy Clubs (GLAAC)

GLAAC is an association of amateur astronomy clubs in Southeastern Michigan who have banded together to
provide enjoyable, family-oriented activities that focus on astronomy and space sciences.

GLAAC Club and Society Meeting Times
Club Name & Website

City

Meeting Times

Astronomy Club at Eastern Michigan
University

Ypsilanti/EMU

Every Thursday at 7:30PM in 402 Sherzer

Capital Area Astronomy Club

MSU/Abrams
Planetarium

First Wednesday of each month 7:30 PM

Farmington Community Stargazers

Farmington Hills

Members: Last Tuesday of the month
Public observing: 2nd Tuesday of the month

Ford Amateur Astronomy Club

Dearborn

Fourth Thursday of every month (except November
and December) at 7:00 PM

McMath-Hulbert Astronomy Society

Lake Angelus

Board and paid members-First Sunday of the month
Public open house—first Saturday at 11 am

Oakland Astronomy Club

Rochester

Second Sunday of every month (except May)

Seven Ponds Astronomy Club

Dryden

Monthly: generally the Saturday closest to new Moon

Sunset Astronomical Society

Bay City/Delta College
Planetarium

Second Friday of every month

University Lowbrow Astronomers

Ann Arbor

Third Friday of every month

Warren Astronomical Society

Bloomfield Hills/
Cranbrook & Warren/
MCC

First Monday & third Thursday of every month 7:30
PM

GLAAC Club and Society Newsletters

Warren Astronomical Society:
Oakland Astronomy Club:
McMath-Hulbert Astronomy Club
Ford Amateur Astronomy Club:
University Lowbrow Astronomers:

http://www.warrenastro.org/was/newsletter/
http://oaklandastronomy.net/
http://www.mcmathhulbert.org/solar/newsletter/
http://www.fordastronomyclub.com/starstuff/index.html
http://www.umich.edu/~lowbrows/reflections/

WAS Member Websites
Jon Blum: Astronomy at JonRosie
Bill Beers: Sirius Astro Products
Jeff MacLeod: A Life Of Entropy

Bob Trembley: Balrog’s Lair
Bob Trembley: Vatican Observatory Foundation Blog

Doug Bock: https://boonhill.org
Facebook: Northern Cross Observatory https://www.facebook.com/NorthernCrossObservatory
Boon Hill and NCO Discussion https://www.facebook.com/groups/369811479741758
YouTube channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-gG8v41t39oc-bL0TgPS6w
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This article is distributed by NASA Night Sky Network
The Night Sky Network program supports astronomy clubs across the USA dedicated to astronomy outreach. Visit nightsky.jpl.nasa.gov to find local clubs, events, and more!

Hang Out with the Twins of Gemini
David Prosper

The night skies of February are filled with beautiful
star patterns, and so this month we take a closer
look at another famous constellation, now rising
high in the east after sunset: Gemini, the Twins!

If you’re observing Orion, as discussed in last
month’s article, then Gemini is easy to find: just look
above Orion’s “head” to find Gemini’s “feet.” Or,
make a line from brilliant blue-white Rigel in the foot
of Orion, through its distinct “Belt,” and then on
through orange Betelgeuse. Keep going and you will
end up in between the bright stars Castor and Pollux, the “heads” of the Gemini Twins. While not actually related – these stars aren’t bound to each other,
and are almost a magnitude apart in brightness –
they do pair up nicely when compared to their surrounding stars. Take note: more than one stargazer
has confused Gemini with its next-door neighbor
constellation, Auriga. The stars of Auriga rise before
Gemini’s, and its brightest star, Capella, doesn’t pair
up as strikingly with its second most brilliant star as
Castor and Pollux do. Star-hop to Gemini from Orion
using the trick above if you aren’t sure which constellation you’re looking at.
Pollux is the brighter of Gemini’s two “head” stars imagine it has the head of the “left twin” - and located about 34 light-years away from our Solar System.
Pollux even possesses a planet, Pollux b, over twice

the mass of Jupiter. Castor - the head of the “right
twin” - by contrast, lies about 51 light-years distant
and is slightly dimmer. While no planets have been
detected, there is still plenty of company as Castor is
actually a six-star system! There are several great
deep-sky objects to observe as well. You may be able
to spot one with your unaided eyes, if you have dark
skies and sharp eyes: M35, a large open cluster near
the “right foot” of Gemini, about 3,870 light-years
away. It’s almost the size of a full Moon in our skies!
Optical aid like binoculars or a telescope reveals the
cluster’s brilliant member stars. Once you spot M35,
look around to see if you can spot another open
cluster, NGC 2158, much smaller and more distant
than M35 at 9,000 light-years away. Another notable
object is NGC 2392, a planetary nebula created from
the remains of a dying star, located about 6,500
light-years distant. You’ll want to use a telescope to
find this intriguing faint fuzzy, located near the “left
hip” star Wasat.
Gemini’s stars are referenced quite often in cultures
around the world, and even in the history of space
exploration. NASA’s famed Gemini program took its
name from these stars, as do the appropriately
named twin Gemini North and South Observatories
in Hawaii and Chile. You can discover more about
Gemini’s namesakes along with the latest observations of its stars and related celestial objects at
nasa.gov.

Above: Montage of Gemini North, located on Mauna Kea in Hawaii, and Gemini
South, located on Cerro Pachón in Chile. These “twin” telescopes work together as the
Gemini Observatory to observe the entire sky.
Image Credit: NOIRLab
northsouth-montage

Source:

https://www.gemini.edu/gallery/media/gemini-

Left: Castor and Pollux are Gemini’s most prominent stars, and often referred to as
the “heads” of the eponymous twins from Greek myth. In Chinese astronomy, these
stars make up two separate patterns: the Vermillion Bird of the South and the White
Tiger of the North. What do you see? The Night Sky Network’s “Legends in the Sky”
activity includes downloadable “Create Your Own Constellation” handouts so you can
draw your own star stories: bit.ly/legendsinthesky
Image created with assistance from Stellarium.
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